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Goals of this session:

❑“ Engagement  st rategies”
❑ “How to reach particular audiences with messages that are relevant to them”
❑ “Making requests of people” (e.g., not to purchase/propagate certain species)

❑“ Bringing complex scient ific research to the public”
❑ “Specifically identify some of the consequences of climate change”
❑ “Describe some of the synergistic impacts between invasives and climate 

change”
❑ “Can we share a prediction/picture of what will likely happen?”

❑“ Tools for dealing with skept ics”  / “ addressing denialism”

❑Elicit ing act ion
❑ “Bringing the conversation…to the forefront [in management]”
❑ “What can the public do…?” / “Making requests of people…”

(per your responses to the survey … Thank You!)



Engagement Strategies

❏ Know your audience
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Audience:
• Know your audience

• What language, information, and ideas connect 
with your audience?
•What do they know about this topic?

• What is there age?
• Where do they live?
• What do they read? Watch? 



Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/



Area of work/interest :
Outdoor enthusiasts (anglers, hunters, 
hikers, forest owners, gardeners, 
landscapers, water gardeners, aquarium 
owners, mountain bikers, watercraft users)
Landowners (e.g., Adirondack residents)
Bait dealers
Pet owners and sellers
Aquatic garden industry and its customers
Aquarium owners
Schools and school lab suppliers
Certain religious and cultural groups
Foodies as Farmers Markets
Nurseries and Landscapers
Tourists

Highway 
personnel
Municipal officials

Age groups:
“mostly adults”
“some local elementary and high school”
“college students”
“kids and teens”
“children to adults”
“K-12 students and educators”

State
Local



Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/

Goal: What you want to achieve?

Difficult Question(s):

Audience: Who are your audiences?

Message:  What do you want to say?
The COMPASS Method



Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/

Goal: What you want to achieve?

Difficult Question(s):

Audience: Who are your audiences?

Message:  What do you want to say?
• What language, information, and 

ideas connect with your audience?
• What do they know about this topic?
• What is there age?
• Where do they live?
• What do they read? Watch? 



Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/

What you want the audience to think, do or say as a 
result of the interview?

Goal: What you want to achieve?

Difficult Question(s):
Message:  What do you want to say?

Audience: Who are your audiences?



Engagement Strategies

❏ Know your audience

❏ Localize it



XKCD



Climate Central

Zoom in to the street level!



Zoom out to show regional context



Engagement Strategies

❏ Know your audience
❏ Localize it
❏ Forgive ignorance



Engagement Strategies

❏ Know your audience
❏ Localize it
❏ Forgive ignorance
❏ How and where to reach difficult-to-reach audiences



Bringing complex scientific research to
the public

❏ Translate to meaningful metrics



XKCD



The annual mean temperature in Massachusetts 
has risen 2.4 °F since 1895.

Annual Average Temperature in Massachusetts

2015

1895



2015

1895

The last 24 yearshave all been warmer than a 
typical year last century.

That’s every year since 1993!

Annual Average Temperature in Massachusetts



Our coldest years were once our warmest years

2015

1895

Annual Average Temperature in Massachusetts



Union of Concerned Scientists
http://www.ucsusa.org/global_warming/science_and_impacts/impacts/effects-global-warming-massachusetts.html
Other Northeastern states available.

http://www.ucsusa.org/global_warming/science_and_impacts/impacts/effects-global-warming-massachusetts.html


Climate Voyager (climate.ncsu.edu/voyager) shows future Hardiness Zones based on a range of climate models!



Bringing complex scientific research to
the public

❏ Translate to meaningful metrics

❏ Avoid jargon



These words... Really mean...

emission scenarios, SRESs, RCPs How much greenhouse gases we 
continue to emit

AR4, AR5
Assessments of the Earth’s climate 
conducted by the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change

mitigation Actions to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions

parts per million, ppm
How CO2 is measured (unit) -- like a 

percentage, except over 1 million 
instead of 100



Connecting on Climate (Markowitz)

Word Meaning to public Meaning to scientist

enhance improve intensify, increase

uncertainty not knowing range

risk low-probability event probability

bias unfair and deliberate 
distortion

offset from the observed 
value

mean angry average

adaptation “going with the flow”
(i.e. doing nothing!)

actively aiding the 
transition for species/etc to 

climate change

invasive purple loosestrife

non native species that 
cause negative ecological, 

economic or health 
impacts that are greater 

than their benefits



BEFORE:

Examining nearby creeks and 
outflows, our research found 
that the amount of road salt 
in winter and spring runoff 
that flushes into streams is of 
near-oceanic salinity levels.

AFTER:

Ever accidentally swallowed 
sea water? It’s awful. When I 
found out that’s the kind of 
water flushing into our local 
streams due to salt use, I 
knew we needed to learn 
more.

Dangers of Jargon



Bringing complex scientific research to
the public

❏ Translate to meaningful metrics

❏ Avoid jargon

❏ Use simple diagrams





Bringing complex scientific research to
the public

❏ Translate to meaningful metrics

❏ Avoid jargon

❏ Use simple diagrams

❏ Use analogies



Warming and severe weather events —
what’s the connection?

Photo credit: MassLive

Photo credit: NASA
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❏ Use simple diagrams

❏ Use analogies

❏ Find the “So What?”
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Bringing complex scientific research to
the public

❏ Translate to meaningful metrics

❏ Avoid jargon

❏ Use simple diagrams

❏ Use analogies

❏ Find the “So What?”

❏ Avoid too much information 

❏ Keep it simple, but not too simple









Bringing complex scientific research to
the public

❏ Translate to meaningful metrics

❏ Avoid jargon

❏ Use simple diagrams

❏ Use analogies

❏ Find the “So What?”

❏ Avoid too much information 

❏ Keep it simple, but not too simple

❏ Tips for communicating uncertainty



Communicating uncertainty

● Focus on the certainty (more later...)

○ Start there and come back to.

● “Uncertainty” → “Risk”

● “Will” → “Could”



Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/

No more than three key messages
Must be:

The truth
States your position concisely
Your area of expertise

Details that make your talking points relevant and 
understandable

Examples: Be specific; avoid jargon
Analogies: Simplify complex ideas
Personal Experience/Story of the Quest (with caution)

Goal: What you want to achieve?

Difficult Question(s):

Audience: Who are your audiences?

Message:  What do you want to say?



Goal: What you want to achieve?

Difficult Question(s):

Audience: Who are your audiences?

Message:  What do you want to say?

Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/



Preventing the introduction of 
imported forest pests





Problems: 

- Imported forest pests are the most urgent and under-appreciated forest health 
threat in the U.S.

- On average, 25 new damaging insect pests become established in the US each 
decade

- Solid wood packaging and nursery plants shipped from other countries are the 
largest sources of imported forest pests

- This is a growing problem that affects forests and communities in all 50 states

Preventing the introduction 
of imported forest pests



So what: 

- Economic impacts are substantial causing billions of dollars in annual damages
- Ecological impacts are severe and very long term causing loss of entire tree species 
- The impacts of existing imported forests pests are expected to worsen over time. Scientists 

forecast that approximately 825 million acres, or 63% of the nation’s forestland, are at risk for 
additional mortality of host trees due to the spread of pests that have already been imported into 
the country.

- The rapid expansion of global trade raises the risk that new highly damaging forest pests will 
arrive in the US.

- Current policies are not providing adequate protection against the threat of burgeoning trade 
- Under the current system, homeowners, local governments, and the federal government are left 

subsidizing most of the costs of unclean international trade

Preventing the 
introduction 
of imported forest pests



Preventing the 
introduction 
of imported forest 
pests

Solutions: 
- Policy actions that build on proven prevention measures can reduce the arrival and 

establishment of new forest pests.
- Promote incentives for the use of alternative materials that are pest-free (such as plywood,

oriented stand board and plastic) to replace solid wood in crates, pallets and other packaging
materials used in international trade.

- Restrict the importation of live woody plants for horticultural purposes to only those genera that
do not have native species in North America.

- Enhance and better coordinate the national system for surveillance and eradication of new
forest pest outbreaks.

- Expand programs with trading partners to ensure that shipments leaving foreign ports bound
for the U.S. are free of potentially invasive insects and tree pathogens.

- Improve enforcement of existing regulations that are intended to exclude pests. Local
government costs for tree removal,replacement, and treatment are 10x the costs of a federal
government containment program



- Reduce economic impact of imported forest pests
- Avoid ecological impacts of forest pests
- Shift cost of forest pests away from local governments back to trade industry

- Local government costs for tree removal,replacement, and treatment are
10x the costs of a federal government containment program

Benefits: 

Preventing the 
introduction 
of imported forest pests



Lovett e al. 2016



Key messages about climate 
change impact on invasive species

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●



Tools for dealing with skeptics / 
denialists
❏ Focus on personal experience -- not facts!



Consider this statement...
What have you noticed?
[Notice: no mention of climate change or data!]

“We just haven’t seen 
the cold we used to,…

...which has put us at a 
huge risk of a takeover 
by [invasive species X] 
because there is no 
longer freezing nights to 
kill them off,...

... which will kill the 
[native species Y they 
care about].

Therefore, we are…”

What are the consequences?

How will it affect them 
personally?

What are you doing about it?
[Focus on decisions people have to make]



Tools for dealing with skeptics / 
denialists
❏ Focus on personal experience -- not facts!

❏ Start with what is certain



We know: The Earth has been warming…

Temperature change (°C)
Compared to past century



This is a robust measurement…

…an average of 6,000 weather stations 
all across the planetUse numbers



NOAA National Climate Data Center

Lots of other evidence…





First published observations of 
the greenhouse effect

(1824)

We have known this for awhile now…

J oseph Fourier

…nearly 200 years, in fact!

American Institute of Physics

The atmosphere regulates Earth’s 
temperature



Others agree…

John 
Tyndall

1862
Svante 

Arrhenius
1895

Tested doubling CO2 for the first time.
Temperature went up!

CO2, water vapor, and other 
“greenhouse gases” are what 

control the Earth’s temperature!



And, many more agree…

Lecher & Pernter (1881)

Rubens & Aschkinass (1898)

Ångström (1900)

Barker (1922)

Martin & Barker (1932)

Herzberg & Herzberg (1953)

Burch et al. (1962, 1969, 1970)

Davies (1964)

Winters et al. (1964)

Burch & Gryvnak (1966)

Ludwig et al. (1966)

Tubbs & Williams (1972)

Miller & Watts (1984)

Rothman et al. (1987)

Teboul et al. (1995)

Benech et al. (2002)

Boulet (2004)

Niro et al. (2004)

Miller & Brown (2004)

Miller et al. (2005)

Predoi-Cross et al. (2007)

Toth et al. (2008)

PAPERS ON LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF CO2 ABSORPTION PROPERTIES

Compiled by AGW Observer



NASA/GISS



May 2017: 409.7 ppm

First surpassed 400 ppm
in May 2013

2016: First year 
never dropped 
below 400 ppm!



Tools for dealing with skeptics / 
denialists
❏ Focus on personal experience -- not facts!

❏ Start with what is certain

❏ Correct misconceptions



“The climate is always changing”

800,000 years ago Today
Courtesy of Scripps Institution of Oceanography



http://cires1.colorado.edu/education/outreach/climateCommunication/CC%20Misconceptions%20Handout.pdf

https://www.c2es.org/docUploads/misconceptions-realities-climate-science-06-2012.pdf

Lots of helpful resources for correcting 
common climate change misconceptions...

http://cires1.colorado.edu/education/outreach/climateCommunication/CC%20Misconceptions%20Handout.pdf
https://www.c2es.org/docUploads/misconceptions-realities-climate-science-06-2012.pdf
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❏ Start with what is certain

❏ Correct misconceptions

❏ Change the narrative away from “people are evil”
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Tools for dealing with skeptics / 
denialists
❏ Focus on personal experience -- not facts!

❏ Start with what is certain

❏ Correct misconceptions

❏ Change the narrative away from “people are evil”

❏ Avoid charged terms (e.g., “climate change”)

❏ Frame in terms of the economy



Market is barreling toward renewables

Record set in 2015

Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment 2016, Frankfurt School-UNEP Centre/BNEF



Tools for dealing with skeptics / 
denialists
❏ Focus on personal experience -- not facts!

❏ Start with what is certain

❏ Correct misconceptions

❏ Change the narrative away from “people are evil”

❏ Avoid charged terms (e.g., “climate change”)

❏ Frame in terms of the economy

❏ Have a conversation -- not an argument



Argument
• Swap facts
• Try to convince the other 

person
• More talking

Conversat ion
• Ask questions
• Try to understand each 

other's worldviews
• More listening
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Tools for dealing with skeptics / 
denialists
❏ Focus on personal experience -- not facts!

❏ Start with what is certain

❏ Correct misconceptions

❏ Change the narrative away from “people are evil”

❏ Avoid charged terms (e.g., “climate change”)

❏ Frame in terms of the economy

❏ Have a conversation -- not an argument

❏ Find common ground, agree to disagree

❏ Consider these tips for handling difficult questions



Handling Difficult Questions
• Tips:

• Don’t lose sight of the audience
• Be politely assertive, correct errors
• Body language 
• Keep calm and talk slowly
• You can be emotional, but not angry
• Use active listening techniques



Source: https://www.compassscicomm.org/

The one you don’t know the answer to 
The one that requires you to speculate
The one that invites you to share a controversial opinion 

Goal: What you want to achieve?

Difficult Question(s):

Audience: Who are your audiences?

Message:  What do you want to say?



Eliciting action: Management

❏ Ways to convey urgency



Highlight impacts that matter to your particular audience





Eliciting action: Management

❏ Ways to convey urgency

❏ Suggest small, low-commitment actions that have impact



Scenario Planning



Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment



Other small, low-commitment actions
to suggest:

❑Install monitoring devices

❑Consider “no-regrets” actions

❑Scan “watch lists” (see J enica Allen)

Monitoring invasive ginger at 
Hawai’i Volcanoes National Park 

(NPS Pacific Island Network)



Eliciting action: Public

❏ (Again) Change the narrative



Eliciting action: Public

❏ (Again) Change the narrative

❏ Point out “blind spots”



350.org



Eliciting action: Public

❏ (Again) Change the narrative

❏ Point out “blind spots”

❏ Try out compelling messages



Lower emissionsLower
Higher

Emissions

Days over 90oF

Days over 100oF

Courtesy of Ambarish Karmalkar





Eliciting action: Public

❏ (Again) Change the narrative

❏ Point out “blind spots”

❏ Try out compelling messages

❏ End with a hopeful message



China invested hugely in renewables



India — think: Delhi’s air pollution problem —
sets ambitious target for renewables



Major world oil 
producer invests 
in clean energy 
solutions



Activity:

On the back of your sheet….

3-sentence summary of a message 
for your particular audience



How do you anticipate applying 
what you’ve learned today in your 
own work / communication projects?

Closing discussion:



Resources

Resources and other materials available at, 
https://cornell.box.com/v/RISCC2017

https://cornell.box.com/v/RISCC2017


Lead author:
Ezra Markowitz, UMass





Excellent resources forcommunicating climate 
change simply for public audiences…

climatecentral.or
g

climatecommunication.org

skepticalscience.com

12 tools for communicating climate change more effectively
The Guardian, 2015
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/jul/06/12-tools-for-
communicating-climate-change-more-effectively



Tips & strategies for 
integrating climate change 

into conservation 
management

Nat ional Wildlife 
Federat ion





Questions?  Contact us!

Melissa Osgood
mmo59@cornell.edu
607-255-9451

Alex Bryan
abryan@usgs.gov
413-540-6388

Carrie Brown-Lima
cjb37@cornell.edu
607-255-2824

Resources and other materials available at, 
https://cornell.box.com/v/RISCC2017

https://cornell.box.com/v/RISCC2017


Extras

(please keep for using in future talks)





Sweden is going for “net zero”



How many solar panels would it take 
to power the entire U.S.?



XKCD



What does climate change mean for 
Massachusetts?



A prediction of
1 possible future

Forecast vs. Projection

A prediction of
a range of possible future



Climate projections
(not forecast or prediction)



actual conditions

Weather vs. Climate

typical conditions

1 photograph the whole photo album

what you get what you expect

it is raining now it is a rainy time of year



actual conditions

Weather vs. Climate

typical conditions

1 photograph the whole photo album

what you get what you expect

it is raining now it is a rainy time of year
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Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO)?
Aerosols?

El Nino

La Nina



Example storyline:
Lake 

Champlain

Carrie: Can you ask 
your colleague if they 
would be willing to share 
this example, so they 
have warning? (if you 
think this is a good idea)



We invented some really useful technology.

So, what happened?



That technology requires burning fuels.

The exhaust?     Greenhouse gases.

But then, we later learned…
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